Career and Employment Services surveys the most recent class seven months after graduation. Here's a snapshot of the Class of 2019.

**WHAT ARE THEY DOING SEVEN MONTHS AFTER GRADUATION?**

90% are employed, continuing their education, or engaged in public service.

- **70% Employed**
- **16% Continuing Education**
- **4% Public Service**

**HOW MANY GAINED EXPERIENCE THROUGH PART-TIME JOBS OR INTERNSHIPS BEFORE GRADUATING?**

- **91% Part-time Job**
- **57% Internship**

- **Adaptive Biotechnologies**
- **Amazon**
- **Autism Spectrum Therapies**
- **Boeing**
- **Comedy Central**
- **Fisher Investments**
- **Greenpeace**
- **Japan Exchange Teaching Program**
- **NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratories**
- **Paramount Pictures**
- **U.S. Antarctic Program**
- **U.S. Tennis Association**
- **Boston University**
- **New York University**
- **Sotheby’s Institute of Art**
- **Stanford University**
- **University of California, Los Angeles**
- **University of California, San Diego**
- **AmeriCorps**
- **City Year**
- **FoodCorps**
- **Impact America**
- **Jesuit Volunteer Corps**
- **Peace Corps**

**AFTER FIELD OF STUDY, STUDENTS REPORT THE TOP THREE MOST MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCES THAT INFORMED THEIR CAREER PATH:**

- **Employment**…
  - “…helped me to discover what I want to do with my life and led to a job, post-grad.”

- **Internship**…
  - “…provided the necessary skills to work in other roles and confidence in my ability to do those roles!”

- **Research**…
  - “…allowed me to explore areas of study that I’m passionate about and interested in pursuing as a career.”

*The data in this section represents verifiable information gathered for 88% of Puget Sound’s 2019 graduating class.*